**Klean Pop**  
Collapsible Decontamination Shower

**SETUP INSTRUCTIONS**

**READ THOROUGHLY BEFORE SETUP AND USE**

**Components:**

A - Shower Base  
B - Shower Top  
C - Shower Curtain (2)  
D - Shower Curtain Rings  
E - Shower Head  
F - Lower Pole Component (4)  
G - Center Pole Component (4)  
H - Upper Pole Component (4)

Check to ensure all components are present and undamaged.
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1. Place Shower Base (A) on floor.

2. Assemble one Lower (F), Center (G) and Upper (H) pole component to form a complete support pole.

3. Insert assembled support pole into shower base corner socket.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the remaining three support poles.
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5. Screw Shower head (E) onto the underside of Shower Top (B).

6. Place Shower Top (B) over support poles.

7. Attach Shower Curtain (C) to Shower Top (B) using Shower Curtain Rings (D).

8. Attach water supply hose to threaded fixture on Shower Top (B).
FOR ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE, CONTACT FIBERLOCK AT 800-342-3755

WARNING!

- Always use caution when entering and exiting shower.
- Floor slippery when wet.
- Be certain shower is on level, flat surface before using.
- Be sure floor is free of dirt, soap scum and foreign objects before entering shower.
- If using hot water, check temperature and adjust setting before entering.